ABSTRACT. Let (X, 2, u) be a positive measure space, and 0 be a concave nondecreasing function on R+ -► R+ with 0(0) = 0. Let NA.R) be the Lorentz space associated with the function <j>. In this paper a complete characterization of the extreme points of the unit ball of NAR) is provided. It is also shown that the space NAR) is not reflexive in all nontrivial cases, thus generalizing a result of Lorentz. Several analytical properties of spaces NAR), and their abstract analogues NAß), are obtained when E is a Banach space.
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with values in F (F) will be denoted by MR (MR).
Let F be a Banach space. Then f:X -► F is p-measurable if (i)f~x(G) E 2 for all open subsets G of F, and
(ii) for each A E 2 such that p(A) < °°, there exists a set A E 2 with p(N) = 0 such that the range of / restricted to A ~ A is in a separable subspace of F. The set of all p-measurable F-valued functions will be denoted by ME. UfEME, then / : X -► F is defined by f(x) = ll/(x)ll for all xEX. It is verified that/ EMR. If A EH, the characteristic function of/I is denoted by
XA-
Let .Y be a set, 5 be a ring of subsets of X, and m: 5 -► F be a function. The variation of m, denoted by m is defined on all subsets of X, by the formula in (A) = Sup 2IIm(i4f)II where the supremum is taken over all finite families {Ai}"=x of pairwise disjoint sets {A¡}"-x of 5 contained in A.
For the basic concepts of vector valued measures, see Dinculeanu [4] . Here another useful property of vector valued measures is recalled, as this has not been dealt with in [4] . For a characterization of a measure taking values in E admitting a Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to a real valued measure, see Rieffel [20] . It is known that if F is reflexive then F has the Radon-Nikodym property, Troyanski [29] , Leonard and Sundaresan [11] . For more about the R-N property, see Phelps [19] . IffEME, Xf: R+ -*■ F+ is defined by setting X/0) = p{x E X: ll/(x)ll > y}. This function will be used here extensively. Certain results concerning vector valued functions are required, and there seems to be no convenient reference in the literature. These results are stated here for completeness.
A sequence {f"}n>l C ME is said to be essentially uniformly Cauchy on a set A E 2, if for e > 0 there is an integer A(e) such that ll/"(x) -/m(x)ll < e if n, m> N(e) for x-a.e. in A. It is almost uniformly Cauchy if for e > 0 there exists a set F G 2, p(F) < e such that the sequence {fn}n>x is essentially uniformly Cauchy on X ~ F. Lemma 1. Let {fn}n>, C ME be such that for all y>0,Xf_f (y) -■*■ 0 as m,n -> °°. Then there is a subsequence {/" }fc>1 which is almost uniformly Cauchy.
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PAUL HLAVAC AND K. SUNDARESAN Lemma 2. Let {/"}">i be as in Lemma 1. Then there is a function fG ME such that Xf _f(y) -*■ 0 as n -* °° for all y > 0.
The proof of Lemma 1 is very similar to Theorem D, p. 93 in [6] . Lemma 2 is a consequence of Lemma 1, and Egorov's theorem for vector valued measurable functions [4, p. 94, Theorem 1].
3. Concave functions, and related function spaces. Let C be the set of aU concave functions 0: R+ -*■ R+, 0 nondecreasing and satisfying 0(0) = 0 = 0(0+). For a discussion of such functions see Hardy, Littlewood, and Pólya [8] , Stein and Weiss [25] . In particular such a function 0 is locally absolutely continuous so that the derivative <p' exists a.e. and 0(r) = Jo0'(£)^£. In the following proposition basic properties of 0 are stated. Proposition 1. ¿er 0 G C.
(1) IfK G [0, 1], then <¡>(Kx) > K<Üx).
(2) 0(x)/x is nonincreasing as x increases. (3) If for some K>0 there exist xx,x2,0<xx < x2, such that <Mxx) = Kxx and 0(x2) = Kx2, then 0(x) = Kx for x G [0, x2].
(4) If for some K>0 there exist xx, x2, 0 < xx < x2, such that <K.xf) = K = <p(xf), then <p(x) = K for x>x2. The proposition is a direct consequence of concavity, and continuity of 0. Let (X, 2, ju) be a a-finite measure space, and <¡>GC. For /G MR, define H/lli = io<ti^f(y))dy. HN^R) = {/I II/Ü! <«»} then, identifying functions which agree p-a.e., (Nq(R), II llj) is a Banach space under the usual pointwise linear operations [24] .
Let MA[R) be the set of all functions / G MR such that l|/«2= SuP iitih^L[fldll\<'
2 o<i(n(^))<-lW)) Ja )
After identifying functions which agree y-a.e. (M^(R.), II ll2) is a Banach space, and if either p(X) <°°,orp is a-finite and 0 is unbounded, then M^(R) is isometrically isomorphic with n£(R) [24] .
The norms of N^R) (M^R)) are denoted either by the symbols II 'W^a) (» ■**(*)) or simply by II II, (II ll2).
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The vector valued analogues of the Banach spaces N^R) and M^(R) are introduced in §5. These are certain vector subspaces of equivalence classes of Fvalued 2-measurable functions.
4. The decreasing rearrangement function. The following material concerning the decreasing rearrangement function is required in the study of extreme points of U(MA[R)). For a complete discussion of this function and related results, see Luxemburg [16] .
Let (X, 2, p) he a finite measure space and fEMR. The decreasing rearrangement function of /, cy, is defined by df(t) = inf{u: p{x: f(x) >u}<t} for 0 < t < p(X). IffigE MR, then / and g are equimeasurable, denoted / ~g, if 5, = 8,.
The next proposition will be extensively used and is stated here for convenience of reference without proof. A proof may be found in [16, pp. 88, 93] .
Proposition 2. Let (X, 2, p) be a finite measure space and fx,f2 E MR, then
Iff, gELx(p), then f<g will mean that fxfdp = fxgdp and ¡l8f(u)du < ¡I 8g(u) du for all 0 < t < p(X). Thus / ~ g if and only if / < g and g < /, see [16, p. 96] .
A finite measure space p is adequate [16] , if m3X{J*fS' *: 8' ~ 4 = Jo S/5* dt* It is known that nonatomic measures are adequate [16] .
The Banach spaces N^(R), and MA[R) are examples of Banach Function Spaces extensively studied by Luxemburg and Zaanen [17] . In particular these spaces share the following properties of a Banach function space (F, II II). (a) If 0 </, </2, pointwise,/,,/., EB, then ll/J < ll/2ll. (b) Ufn,fEMR,fn t/ pointwise then ll/"ll t 11/11. The decreasing rearrangement function of l/l is denoted by /*. Thus /*(/) = 8 ifl(t) = inf{y: \f(y) <t), t> 0.
For properties of/*, see [8] or [30] . In particular it is noted that (A) $x\f\dp = j"oiX)f*(t)dt. 5. Banach spaces Nq(E), and their duals. Let (X, 2, p) be a a-finite measure space, E be a Banach space, and let 0 G C. For /G ME, define 0) </%(*> = Jo"«VO0)*'-From the definition of Xy, it is verified that Xy is nonincreasing as y increases. Thus Xy is Lebesgue measurable, and since 0 is absolutely continuous, 0 ° \f is integrable. Let NÂE) be the space of ¿-valued measurable functions/, such that \\fiN.(E) is finite. After identifying functions agreeing pa.e., and defining addition and scalar multiplication pointwise, N^iE) with norm Il Wfi[é(E) 's verified to be a normed linear space after noting that for/,g GME, m^(E) = ii/ii^s), irf+7)^) < mN4t,R) + Gv#(Ä).
The proofs are direct consequences of definitions and are not supplied. For notational convenience the norm II 11^ (£.^ is sometimes denoted by II \\x.
The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 2.1 of [24] . The necessary modifications are effected using Lemmas 1 and 2.
Before obtaining the dual of N^E), a few useful lemmas are established.
Lemma 3. The norm in N^E) is absolutely continuous i.e. iffGN^E), and {An)n>x is a sequence in 2 with p(An) -1 0, then ll/x^ II, -* 0.
Proof. From equation (1), iîfGNA\E), then lim"_>oo/~0(X/O))û[y = 0.
Let now {An)n>1 be as in the statement of the lemma. Let e > 0. Choose K such that ff? <p(Xf(y))dy < e/2. Choose N such that for n > N, <KÁAn)) < e/2K. Lemma 4. If either p(X) < °°, or (X, 2, p) is a a-finite measure space, and (j> is unbounded then the S-step functions are dense in NA[E).
Proof. Let fE A^(F). Then as a consequence of Theorem 2, p. 99 in [4] , it follows that there is a sequence /" of F-valued 2-step functions with ll/"(x)ll < ll/(x)ll for all n > 1, for all x G X, such that /" -► / pointwise p a.e.
For « > 1, let F" = {x G XI ll/"(x)ll > 1/«}. Then if p is not finite by appealing to the inequality 0(p(F"))/« < ll/llj, it follows that p(Bn) < °°, since in this case <j> is unbounded. Letgn = fnXB • Thengn are 5-step functions, \gn(x)\ < ll/(x)ll for all x G X and for n > 1. Since this is true for all e such that 0 < e < a, it follows that 11/111 > a0(°°).
Thus 1(f) < ll/llj/0(°°) whenever /(/) > 0. Therefore \l(f)\ < Wf^^R^00) for all 
Thus ¿ cannot be represented by a measure m in the above manner. Let F be a Banach space. The vector analogue of the space MAR) is defined as follows. For/G MF let ll/llM (F), denoted some times by ll/ll2 when F is understood, be defined by ll/ll2 = sup Ittttâ f Wf(x)\\dp(x)\.
If E* has the Radon-Nikodym property then A0(F)* could be identified with MA[E*), and this is the content of the next theorem. It might be recalled that E* has the Radon-Nikodym property if F is isomorphic to a Banach space with aFréchet differentiable norm [11], in particular if F is reflexive [29] . More general results are known, and for this see a recent paper of Phelps [19] , and the list of references therein.
Theorem 2A. Let E be a Banach space such that E* has the Radon-Nikodym property. If either p(X) <°°or (X, 2, p) is a-finite and 0 is unbounded, then NA[E)* is isometrically isomorphic with MA[E*) under the mapping L: A0(F)* -► MA^E*) where L(I) = g and g is such that 1(f) = ixg{x)f(x) dp(x) for all f E NA\E).
Proof. It will first be shown that M and M0(E*) axe isometrically isomorphic under the mapping T: M -► MA[E*) where T(m) = g and g is such that m(A) = fAgdp for all A E 5.
Choose m EM and {An}n>x C S such that X = \Jn^xAn and the sets An axe pairwise disjoint. Then, for each «, (An, 21^ , pl^ ) is a finite measure space. As is shown in the proof of Theorem 2, m(A) < Ilmll0(p(.4)) for all A E S. Thus, since p(An) < °°, it follows that m(An) < °°. Also, if p(A) = 0, then m(A) = 0 so that m(A) = 0 and therefore m\A < p\A . Consequently, since F* has the Radon-Nikodym property, there exists a unique F*-valued Bochner integrable function gn on An such that m(4) = fAg"dp for all A E S with A C An. It may be assumed that gn is defined on all of X and that g\X ~ An =0.
Define g: X -* E* by g(x) = \>xgn(x) for all x G X. Then ll#(x)ll = 2n>1 llg"(x)ll for all x G X since the functions gn have disjoint support. The function g will be measurable since each gn is measurable. Further, if A ES, then it is verified that m(A) = fA \\g(x)\\dp(x). Thus \\g(-)\\ is p-integrable on A, and therefore g is p-integrable on A. Hence, for all A E 5, m04)= [gdp and m(A) = f \\g(x)\\dp(x).
Next, it will be shown that g G MA[E*).
Wm+íf*\ = SUP W íaw \. Wg(x)\\dp(x)\ M4>(E > AeS;u(A)>ol<P(M(A)) JA *w wl SUP W rJ-wt -llml1 <0°-¿es;uM)>o|0O(X))j
Consequently g E M0(F*), and if T: M -*■ MA[E*) is defined as above, then T is well defined and 11WU^.) = Mm^.) = 1*1.
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Further by Corollary 1, p. 187 in [4] it follows that T is a linear isometry. To show that T is onto, let g G MAE*). Then since llgllM ,E*^ < °°, it follows that SA h(x)W dp(x) < °° for all A G S so that g is locally /¿-integrable. Thus if m: S -*■ E* is defined by m(A) = f gdp for all A G S, A then m is a measure and,
Thus mGM and, since T(m) = g, it follows that T is onto, and therefore Tis an isometric isomorphism.
It follows from what has just been proven together with Theorem 2 that L -T° S~x : NAß)* -*■ MAß*) is an isometric isomorphism. Here, if / G N0(E)*, then L(l) = gG MAß*) where /(/) = fxfdm for all f G N^E). Since m(A) = fAgdp it is verified that 1(f) = fxg(x)f(x)dp(x) for all f G N0(E), using Proposition 4, p. 122, and Proposition 13, p. 136 in [4] , completing the proof of the theorem.
It wül be proven next that if (X, 2, p) is a nonatomic measure space and E is a Banach space, then NAß) is not reflexive. This generalizes a theorem of Lorentz [12] , stating that NAR) is not reflexive if 0(x) = Xa for some a, 0 < a < 1, and the underlying measure space is (0, 1) with the Lebesgue measure. The proof presented below uses altogether different techniques.
Theorem 3. // (X, 2, p) is a nonatomic measure space and p(X) <°°or (X, 2, p) is o-finite and 0 is unbounded and E is a Banach space, then N^E) is not reflexive.
Since NAR) is canonically imbedded in Nq(E), it is enough to show that Nq(R) is not reflexive.
In the remainder of this proof, v wül be used to denote Lebesgue measure on the real line /?. It is next claimed that there exists {P"}n> x, with Pn: X -*■ F+, a sequence of increasing 2-step functions such that P* = s* for all « > 1. If s, = 2"=1c,X£. with c¡ > 0, E¡ pairwise disjoint Lebesgue measurable sets, and, since support « C [0, a), KU?=i^í) ^ a ^ ^W» tnen> s*nce C^-» 2» M) is nonatomic, it is possible to choose D¡ E 2, D¡ pairwise disjoint and such that p(D-) = v(E¡) for 1 < i < n. If F, = 2"_1ciX£>. then Px is a nonnegative 2-step function and clearly F* = s*. s2 is defined by subdividing the sets E¡ and giving s2 new values on these subdivisions and, if necessary, adding other sets E\ which can be assumed to be disjoint from {Jn=xE¡. Again since (X, 2, p) is nonatomic, it is possible to subdivide the sets D¡ in the same fashion as the E¡ axe subdivided and add additional sets D'¡, disjoint from (J"_,/),., and with p(D'¡) = v(E¡). If F2 is given the same values as s2 (on these sets of equal measure), then F* = s* and F2 > F, since s2 > s,. All the functions Pn may be constructed in a similar fashion.
Let F(x) = lim"_>00F"(x) for all x G X. This limit exists since the Pn axe increasing functions. Then F is a p-measurable function, Theorem A, p. 84 in [6] .
Since sn(t) < sn + x(t) for all t > 0 and h(t) = lim^^s^t), it follows from Lemma 3.5 in [2S] that, for each t > 0, s*(t) increases monotonically to h*(t) as « -*■ °°. Similarly, since F"(x) <Pn + x(x) for all x G X and F(x) = lim^^^ix), it follows from the same proposition that P*(t) increases monotonically to P*(t) for each t > 0. But F* = s* so that P*(t) = «*(/) for all t > 0. Since h(t) > 0 and « is nonincreasing it follows that h*(t) = «(/) and consequently P*(t) = «(/) for all t > 0.
Since (X, 2, p) is a-finite, by (B) in §4, /(0 = License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Thus P G MAR) and WP^m^r) = 1 ■ By Theorem 4.3 [24] , MAR.) is isometrically isomorphic to NA\R)* and P may be identified with / G NAR)* by 1(3) = SxP(x)j(x) dptx) for all / G NAR).
Assume now that NAR) is reflexive. Then U(N(¡)(R)) is weakly compact, and / must attain its supremum at some fQ in £/(/V^(/?)). It might be assumed that /0 G Ext Ufö^R)). From the Proposition 3 in the next section the proof of which is self-contained, it follows that there exist A, B G 2, /0 = cxA -cxB and c4tp(A UB))=1. l(fo) = SxP(x)fo(x) dp(x) = c Sa vb \P(x)\ dp(x) < c JoMU VB)P*(t) dt, 1=/(/0)<cJo r«)* = mAUB))h h^dy = Z(AUB))
and this is a contradiction. Thus N^R) is not reflexive and therefore N^E) is not reflexive. In concluding this section we wish to thank the referee for bringing to our notice a paper by DeJonge [92] which appeared subsequent to our communication. The Theorem 3.4 in [92] is essentially the same as Theorems 2A and 3 of this section applied to the special case when E is the real line. The technique adopted by DeJonge is different from the more geometric approach provided here.
6. Extreme points of the unit cell of N^(R). In this section the extreme points of U(N(¡)(R)) are completely characterized. For these results it is assumed that either p(X) < °° or (X, 2, p) is a-finite and 0 is unbounded. Proposition 3 provides a necessary condition for a function/GN^R) to be an extreme point. Considering the positive and negative parts off, and using the preceding proposition, the following corollary obtains:
Corollary. Let f E A0(F). 77z<?« / G Ext (7(A0(F)) if and only if l/l G Ext Í/(A0(F)).
Because of this corollary, it is only necessary, in determining Ext C/(A0(F)), Proof. Suppose first that / G Ext U(NAR)) but p(X ~A)>0. Let /, = cKa +cX-x-a and/2 ■ CXA -cXx-a-Then/= (fx +/2)/2 and/x =É/2 since pIX ~ A) > 0. By direct computation it is verified that ll/2 II = II l/21II = \\fx II = 1. Thus fx, f2 G S(NAR)) and this is a contradiction.
Next suppose that p(X -A) = 0 so that /= cxx> but /G Ext U(N^(R)). Thus there exist /,, /2 G S(N")(R)), fx+f2, and f=(fx+ /2)/2.
Assume first that p{x G X: fx(x) ¥=f2(x)) = °° and let Ax = {x G X: \fx(x)\ < \f2(x)\) and A2 = {x G X: \fx(x)\ > l/2(x)l}. Then/GA0(F)*and 11/11= 1. 1 = Sxfdm = \ (4 fxdm + \x f2dm) , and since l/(/\)l < 11/11 ll/;.|| = 1, i.e., \fxf¡dm\ < 1, it follows that (xftdm = 1.
Further, \l(\f¡\)\ < 11/11 ll/;ll = 1, which combined with l(\f¡\) = Sx\ft\dm > fxf¡dm = 1, yields that fx \f¡\ dm = 1.
It is now claimed that it might be assumed that the set {x G X: \f¡(x)l > 0} C A. If p(X ~A) = 0, then this is clear. Otherwise, ll/.xjl < lftl =1. But l(fiXA) = fJidm = Sxfidm = 1, so that 1 = \l(f¡xA)\ < Wf¡XA « < 1 which implies that WftxA II = 1. Since fxxA +/2X4 = 2/, it need only be shown that fiXA*f2XA-Assume that fxxA = /2x¿ • Then /, = f2 = c on A, and there exists B E 2, ^ n B = 0, p(F) > 0, such that /, 9t f2 on F. Thus /, = -/2 on F. Choose B' C B, pLB') > 0, such that l/(x)l > e > 0 for x G F', and for convenience assume that e < c. Then H/,41 = J^X^.O))^ > $1<KÁA) + KB'))dy + SCemA))dy = ecKuiA) + piB')) + ic-e)MA)). The proof of the Proposition 7 is simÜar in content to the preceding proof, and detaüs are omitted.
The next theorem summarizes the results characterizing Ext C/ÍA^Í/?)).
Theorem 4. Let f G S(N(j)(R)). For f to be an element of Ext UQfAJR))
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use it is necessary that f = cxA ~cXb with 0 <c and 0 <p(A U B). Let f be of this form and assume that A OB = 0.
(i) Ifp(A U B) = °°, then fE Ext £/(A0(F)) if and only if p(X -(AD B)) = 0.
(ii) If p(A UB)<°°,then (a) // there exists k>0 such that 0(x) = kx for x E [0, p(A U F)], fE Ext <7(A0(F)) i/ana* on/y ifAUB is an atom of (X, 2, p) ancf ei/«er pl(X -(A U F)) = 0 or p04 U F) saiis/ïes (♦). Corollary. Let 0(x) = Xs /or some s G (0, 1). Then fE 5(A0(F)) is a« extreme point of i/(A0(F)) i/a«a* only iff= cxA -cxB.
7. Extreme points of the unit cell of A0(F). In this section the set of extreme points of the unit cell of A0(F) are discussed. When F is a separable Banach space a complete characterization is obtained. The techniques are similar to Sundaresan [28] , and Johnson [9, ] . Throughout this section F is a Banach space unless otherwise specified, and pJ(X) < °° or p is a-finite, and 0 is unbounded. The first proposition is a direct generalization of Proposition 3. Proposition 8. IffE Ext <7(A0(F)), x«<?« 11/(^)11 = cxAix)for some A E 2,and c>0.
The proof is the same as in the case of Proposition 3 except l/(x)l is replaced by ll/(x)ll, and sign/(x) is replaced by/(x)/ll/(x)ll.
The next proposition determines the functions / G 5(A0(F)), ll/(x)ll = cXAix) with p(A) = °°, which are in Ext f7(A0(F)).
In this section the following notation is adopted. ¿7(F) is the unit cell of The next three lemmas are required in the proofs of these two propositions.
Lemma 9. IffE NA[E), f # 0, and there exists k>0 such that for all y > 0, X/0) = 0 or Xfiy) = k, then ll/(x)ll = cx^(x) for some A EX. Then / G NJß.)* and 11/11= 1. It therefore foUows that fxf ¡dm = 1.
It is now claimed that {x G X: Wf¡(x)\\ > 0} C A can be assumed. If p(X ~ A) = 0, then this is clear. Otherwise, since 2/ = fxxA + f2XA it is veri" fied that 2 = 211/11 = 11/,xA + f2XA I < H/, XA I + Wf2XA I < 2. Thus 1ftXA 1-1, and it need only be shown that /jX^ ^ f2XA-Assume that fxxA = f2XA ■ Then tnere exists BE"L,AC\B = 0, p(B) > 0, such that /, =£ f2 on B. Thus /, = -/2 on F. Choose F' C F, p(F') > 0, such that ll/)(x)ll > e > 0 for x G B', and for convenience assume that e < c. Then H/,11 = S~<KKftiy))dy > ¡¡«KA) + KB'))dy + ¡fa*))® = ed>(p(A) + piB')) + ic-e)<KßiA)). 11/, II = (c -e2)0OO4)) + (e, + e2)<Kp(Ax)) = fe^) = 1-Similarly it is verified that ll/2 II = 1. Thus a contradiction obtains. Thus A is an atom so that f(x) = x0xA(x) with llx0ll = c. From this it foUows easüy that x0/llx0ll G Ext U(E).
By Proposition 9, it is enough to show that if/(x) = x0xA(x) with A an atom and x0/llx0ll G Ext U(E) and either p(X ~ A) = 0 or /i(/i) satisfies (*), then / G Ext U^^E)). If /i(X ~ /4) = 0, then X is an atom and f(x) = x0 is easüy seen to be an extreme point. Assume that p(X ~ A) > 0, and / = (/, +ff)/2 with/, */2 and/!,/, G5(7V0(¿)). Then The characterization provided in the preceding theorem is not complete since in order to check whether a given function / is an extreme point of 17(A0(F)), among others, one has to check whether it is of the form (/, + /2)/2 where \\f¡(x)\\ = cxA(x),fx =£/2. However if F is a separable Banach space a complete characterization of extreme points of U(NA[E)) could be deduced from the preceding theorem. The technique is to use a measurable selection theorem for set valued functions, and is similar to the proofs of Theorem 2, in Sundaresan [28] , and Proposition 1 in Johnson [9,] .
